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NOTICE OF MEETING

FRIDAY 28TH AUGUST 7.3OPM

ROBERTSON COMMUNITY CENTRB

Our guest speaker will be Dr Peter Freerefrom the Asia Paci/ic Energt Centre &
the Cenlre for Electrical Power Engineering Monash University. Peter's talk is
titled "llind Energt to 2000".

In this talk Peter will talk on a wide range oftopics related to wind power such as

. Energy sources, demand and climate change

o Wind Turbine construction and configuration

o Costs - Installation, maintenance

. Layout - Siting, turbulence, birds, aesthetics, noise

o Performance

r Value added benefits - revenue, employment, totuism

Peter began working in the wind energy field in 1982 and is currently with Monash
University where he is working in the field of power electronics.

He has repaired water pumping windmills in the sub-Saharan Africa, renovated a
Danieus vertical axis wind turbine and has recently installed and tested an
experimental grid connected wind turbine in NSW.

He is currently developing an accelerated life testing machine for wind turbine blades.

Al[ are welcome to attend. The hall is heated and a light supper is served.

FIELD TRIP

On Saturday 29th August REPS members are invited to visit the 5MW wind tubine
farm at Crookwell. This is a unique opportunity to see first hand Australia's largest
wind farm with the added benefit of having Dr Peter Freere on-hand to explain the
processes. Details will be proved at the Friday night meeting (car pooling may be a
good idea). For those who cannot attend the meeting but wish to attend the field day
please contact Steve Douglas 02-42714957 AH for details.



EDITOR'S NOTE

Many of us dream of a self-sufficient lifestyle even if only in a limited form. In this
edition of "Eucryphia", Terry and Pat Kane's article detailing their experiences with
altemate energy generation is yet another example of people taking charge of an
important facet of their lives.

There is no doubt that solutions to what have been considered to be environmental
problems are achievable, it simply requires the will power. As Terry and Pat point
out, the satisfaction of knowing that you have achieved a sustainable solution to one
ofour basic needs is certainly worth the effort.

It would seem to me that the further we move away from the management of our basic
needs, always "leaving it to someone else " the less likely decisions which will lead to
a sustainable future will be forthcoming.

Contributions to "Eucryphia" can be sent to the editor, Steve Douglas 108 Blackman
Pde Unanderra 2526.

Membership of the Society is always welcomed . Please contact the secretary P0
Box 45 Roberts on 2577 . 0248-851473.

FROMTHE COMMITTEE

THE WINGECARRIBBE SWAMP

The Heritage Council is currently considering public submissions with regard to the
mining company's appeal which proposes that they continue mining whilst the appeal
against the introduction of the Interim Conservation Order is considered.

Many groups and State government agencies have also presented submissions
opposing any continued mining during the interim period.

ROBERTSON VILLAGE PLAN

Yes it does still exist!! After considering public submissions on the Draft Village Plan
and the Draft LEP for the 2000sq metre block size, Council resolved that an amended
plan be placed on display for public comment.

The committee recommends the local community should take the opponunity to study
the new proposals and make comments they feel are appropriate.

1

REPS submission "again" detailed our concems over any fuither destruction of this
ecosystem of national importance. The submission also pointed out that given the
Heritage Council had previously recommended to the Minister that the Interim
Conservation Order be placed on the swamp in order that the heritage values of the
swamp could be assessed, it would seem inappropriate to remove this level of
protection before any conclusions have been reached.



DRAFT HOUSING STRATEGY FOR THE SHIRE

Several committee members attended the presentation by Council on the Draft
Housing Shategy for the Shire. The options raised in this document have the potential
to impact greatly on the future development of the shire, and as such require careful
consideration.

The period for comment has been extended and it was decided at the last committee
meeting that we would study the proposals and prepare a submission.

KIA.ORA LANE SAND MINING PROPOSAL

The REPS committee and members were invited by local residents to attend the
inspection day held on site. The public inspection, which was well attended, was
organised by the company on the release of the EIS into the proposed extension to
mining activities. The committee felt that the compary's efforts in seeking public
submissions early in the development process should be recognised.

The inspection revealed some interesting issues. REPS has prepared a general

submission detailing concems (which also appear to be shared by many local
landowners) about issues such as visual impact, groundwater, truck movements and
edge effects on remnant vegetation which would need to be addressed.

LAND ADJACENT TO HAMPDEN PARK

In the last "Eucryphia" it was reported that we had written to the Hon Craig Knowles
Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning regarding the processes that allowed the land
that had been in previously been in public ownership to be sold off. We were
particularly interested in whether the "strategic importance" of land was assessed
before it was offered for sale.

We have since received a reply indicating, as we had suspected, that this does not
really happen. Hopefully this situation may be rectified in the future.

The committee would like to thank the Hon Bob Harrison Member for Kiama for his
representations on our behalf.

LIBRARYNEWS

REPS has purchased a set of four video's produced by the students of Moss Vale,
Bowral, Frensham and Chevalier high schools. The video's titled "Population
Inflation", "On Borrowed Time", "It was a lot like England" and "A Fragile
Treasure", highlight the uniqueness of the local environment and the pressure now
being placed upon it. The video's are an excellent introduction to the area and a "must
see". They will be available for borrowing at tie next general meeting.



Also received since the last meeting:

* " Local Environs " Newsletter of the Local Govemment Environment Network

* " Riverpost" Hawkesbury-Nepean Catchment Management Trust

* "The Good Lfe" Small Farms Network

* "The Bristler" Newsletter of Barren Grounds

LINEARRESERVES GROUP

The map of the roadside vegetation in the shire has been completed. The colour coded
map not only shows the location of roadside vegetation but also categorises the
roadsides in terms in terms oftheir conservation values.

This is a major achievement for the Shire, and Larry Melican and his team of
enthusiastic volunteers should be congratulated for their efforts to date. This map will
prove to be an invaluable resource for those stakeholders charged with roadside
management.

ROBERTSON GUILD

The committee, on behalf of all members, would like to extend our congratulations to
members of the Robertson Guild for their outstanding exhibition at the Moss Vale
council chambers.

The "Made in Robertson" weekend was also an excellent promotion and we are sure
that with such talented people in the Guild it can only continue to thrive.

WORKING BEE ROBERTSON NATURE RESERVE

Helen Tranter, (with the assistance of a few dedicated volunteers) has for many years
now worked to eradicate weeds in the reserve. It is now time to build on the excellent
achievements of these dedicated members.

It is proposed to have a lYorking Bee on Saturday th September 9.30 am.lt is hoped
to remove the old fencing material which is in the reserve. The NPWS has indicated
that they will dispose ofthe material if we can get it to the edge ofthe reserve.

The reserve is one of the outstanding natual features of the local district. So please
come and lend support, even if it is only for a short time. Gloves and sturdy footwear
are a must.

Working bees are also excellent times to catch up with other memberc and share
information about the local environment.
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INTERESTING INFORMATION

INTERESTING LOCAL FIND

The following information was provided by Chris Reid form the CSIRO Division of
Entomology.

Chris, an entomologist studying leaf beetles often stops at the Nature Reserve when
passing through the Robertson area. One of the interesting species he has found at the
Reserve is a small beetle called Zeugophora vitinea (sorry folks it hasn't got a
common name). Chris has sent a paper on the species in the genus Zeugophora, and at
the time he wrote the article (1989) the species was rarely collected (only 11

specimens were known).

Chris has since found it commonly in early winter at Robertson and Cambewarra
Mowrtain. A lepidopterist colleague has discovered that it feeds on Celastrus, lhe
larv4 a flat legless gnrb, making small mines inside the leaves.

Chris would like to point out that the find indicates, thirt despite its relatively small
size, there are still some special insects in the reserve.

A brief description of the beetle follows (Chris has sent a copy of the firll key for
those interested).

Length: 3.0 - 3.2mm Width head: 0.75 - 0.78 mm Thorax: 0.69 -{.78mm Elytra:
1.22 - 1.39mm

Colour: Ground colour of body dull yellowish-brown, with an almost invariable
pattem of yellow and black as follows. Head with black central V and usually black
spot behind the eye. Antennae and mouthparts pale yellow. Legs pale yellow except
dark brown apex ofhind tibiae.

7nm

(GEN. APPL. ENT. VOL.2l, 1989)



WLLOWS DECLARED NOXIOUS

Due to the problem of willows spreading rapidly by producing viable seed through
vegetative growth, the Minister for Agriculture has agreed that willows be declared
noxious (category W4) with t}re requirement that they not be sold, propagated or
intentionally distributed.

The exceptions to the declaration are Salix babylonica (weeping willow), 'Salix x
reicharitii (a pussy willow) *See Note and Salix x calorendron (a sterile pussy
willow).

The declaration does not require removal of existing trees but it is recommended that
local willow management strategies should be developed with the aim to remove
problem trees and replace them with more suitable species. For more information
contact the Noxious Weeds Advisory Committee Locked Bag 21 Orange 2800.

(Information from the "Riverpost" No 43)

*Note: This is not the pussy willow commonly found in the Robertson area, it is Salix
dicolor.

The introduction of recent regulations requiring local councils to carry out regular
inspections of septic and aerated sewage treatment systems has been delayed until
next year.

The Minister for Local Government, Mr Page who announced the decision, stated it
was because of confusion over the issue. The original proposal was that residents
would have been required to contact their council before the end of September to seek
approval to operate a system. The anticipated cost of approval was $30 per year with
councils setting an additional inspection fee. Inspections were to be carried out every
one to five years depending on the environmental sensitivity of the area in which the
system was located.

As mentioned this has caused much confusion amongst councils. There is also a
growing number of people, particularly those involved in research into the effects of
septic tanks, who are beginning to question whether a "one off inspection is a true
indication of the systems performance. There is also the issue of whether this
regulation really needs to be extended to all septic systems in the State.

This regulation appears to be a bureaucratic response to a complex problem.
Hopefully the delay will allow the Minister to reconsider whether this approach will
truly have any impact on the potential problems from septic systems.

T

SEPTIC TANK INSPECTIONS



SOLAR SAGA _ RAJUNGAY RETROSPECTIONS 18 YEARS ON.

It's amazing to think back and say "was it really that long ago when we decided to go

it alone and shun tailor made power", but we did, and eighteen years down the solar
track, our stand alone hybrid system, much modified, now works exceedingly well. It
gives us most of the power we need for day to day living and lots of satisfaction to
boot!!

At the start, our power system was a 32v Windco wind generator mounted on a seven
metre tower charging a 16 x 2v x 250,{ house lighting battery bank. Our initial
estimates of "wind" all year round in our high wind area proved to be way out! A
battery charger and petrol generator were purchased, so as to charge the battery bank
when calm conditions prevailed over extended periods. This set-up worked
reasonably well for about seven years but it was fiddly to say the least, and used a lot
ofpetrol to maintain the batteries in peak condition. Then on a dark and stormy night
we bumt out the windmill, the in-built govemors proved insufficient for the job. A
decision was made to have the Windco rewound as a 24v unit and also purchase a
couple of solar panels and make our system a hybrid one. This proved to be a definite
move in the right direction at last.

"Rajungay" showing the Windco and Solar Panels
(Note: Terry and Pat's house is correctly oriented to the north thus reducing energy

usage)
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Ten year down the hack, and our first set of batteries were showing signs of wear and
neglect and had to be replaced sooner rather than later. By good fortune I was able to
purchase two sets of24v pallet truck batteries for a "song" - and on these we are still
running the house lighting. A couple more years passed and some solar panels were
added to the lighting system. At the same time a separate l2V solar battery system
was installed to give us more creature comforts in the way of Hi-Fi and a small
television.

The next major move two years further on was to expand the l2v system and buy an
invertor. At the same time we made the decision to alter the house wiring to run
240AC power through the power circuits. By incorporating a special switch on the
distribution board we could run either invertor batlery 240v or, if more power was
required for an iron or washing machine, then we could throw the switch to use the
240v from the petrol generator.

Our creature comforts have also progressed so that we now have a compact disc
player and a colour television together with a V.C.R unit In the kitchen we can run a
toaster, sandwitch maker, blender etc. We could run a microwave if we wished, but
we do not wish!! We have indeed come a long way to making solar work well for us.

It has been a long and interesting path towards energy self sufficiency, but now that it
has been fine tuned and honed to our requirements it works extremely well. So
recapping briefly, the house is powered by 8 solar panels, 2 for the l2v DC direct and
also 240v AC invertor and 6 panels for the 24v DC lighting. The old Windco is now
the icing on the energy cake retained for sentimental reasons and a weather cock that
gives free power. The latest addition to the solar set-up is an electronic timer that
switches a 20w hall light on - solar security! A bore pump that gives us 800 gallons
ofbeautiful water for use in our small vineyard has also been purchased.

In conclusion.. .... I have often been asked just how much our Stand Alone System
cost. I would say about half that of mains connection, minus the poles across the
paddock. The satisfaction ofproducing your own power and living with less is, I feel,
priceless in itself and so rewarding. I certainly recommend it and would do it again
now tlat we can see the wood for the trees. Solar reallv does work welll

Terry and Pat Kane
"Rajungay" Berrima
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SUBURBIA

Dennice Fletcher

Bulldozers growl
Slashing ugly scars across the virgin land
Devouring the last wonders of nature.
Gone forever cows grazing peacefully in lush paddocks
Gone the rainforests
Relicts of our ancient past
Cleansing the air and nurturing the future
The vast, insidious urban sprawl
Creeps cancerously on.
New roads choke life from the land.
Trucks roar.
Houses appear-boxes-alien to nature.
Telegraph poles reach sk).ward
Ugly, strangling the air
Humming, humming.
People come.
This false, created environment
Brings no peace.
People go.
Noise, pollution,
Trucks, cars animals,
The ceaseless throb of industry
Driving them on
Endlessly seeking a new peace,
Constantly destroying nature
In search of an impossible dream.
For peace is only in oneself
When man finds harmony with natwe
He will find the peace he seeks.
He must cease this endless
Searching and destroying
For in his searching he is destroying
His very soul
And so denying the future.


